• Expand the scope beyond the current LTI framework • Handling systems in different operating regimes • Attractive structure: LPV for systems with "position"-dependent (linear) dynamics • Tools for controller synthesis • LPV model identification
Control and identification of nonlinear systems -challenges Delft Center for Systems and Control
Here: focus on parametrization 
LPV Identification approach
• Questions 
LTI system identification via OBFs
Generation of the OBFs
•By a set of stable poles
•By a stable all-pass (inner) function:
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Choice of poles determines rate of convergence of the series expansion (2005) LTI system identification via OBFs • Result (Oliveira e Silva):
• an inner function
• Let  be the set of systems having poles in the region:
• The OBFs, generated by are optimal in the -width sense
Optimal basis selection
The Kolmogorov -width theory
• The inverse Kolmogorov -width theory
• Given a region of poles:
• Try to approximate it as
• The optimal OBF poles obtained through (Kolmogorov measure minimization):
Optimal basis selection 14/22 • Optimization problem in practice 
Conclusions
• Selection of optimal OBFs
• Sample pole locations as "prior knowledge"
• Clustering pole locations by Fuzzy c-Means clustering
• Applications different dissimilarity measures to obtain good approximating regions of non-analycity
• Application of the Kolmogorov n-width result for each pole
• Current research
• Joint solution of the clustering and the Kolmogorov n-width problem by the Fuzzy-Kolmogorov c-Max method [ Submittede to CDC 2006 ] 
